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Abstract

This paper describes the speech translation
system submitted as part of the IWSLT 2023
shared task on low resource speech transla-
tion. The low resource task aids in building
models for language pairs where the training
corpus is limited. In this paper, we focus on
two language pairs, namely, Tamasheq-French
(Tmh→Fra) and Marathi-Hindi (Mr→Hi) and
implement a speech translation system that is
unconstrained. We evaluate three strategies
in our system: (a) Data augmentation where
we perform different operations on audio as
well as text samples, (b) an ensemble model
that integrates a set of models trained using a
combination of augmentation strategies, and (c)
post-processing techniques where we explore
the use of large language models (LLMs) to
improve the quality of sentences that are gen-
erated. Experiments show how data augmenta-
tion can relatively improve the BLEU score by
5.2% over the baseline system for Tmh→Fra
while an ensemble model further improves per-
formance by 17% for Tmh→Fra and 23% for
Mr→Hi task.

1 Introduction

Speech translation (ST) systems have multiple ap-
plications. They can be utilized in a wide range
of scenarios such as closed captioning in different
languages while watching videos or even as a real-
time assistant that translates speeches to live audi-
ences. One persistent challenge for speech trans-
lation systems continues to be performing transla-
tions for low resource language pairs.1 The IWSLT
2023 (Agarwal et al., 2023) shared task for low
resource speech translation targets 8 language pairs
that include Tunisian Arabic (Aeg) to English (En),
Irish (Ga) to English (En), Marathi (Mr) to Hindi
(Hi), Maltese (Mlt) to English (En), Pashto (Pus)
to French (Fr), Tamasheq (Tmh) to French (Fr),

∗ These authors contributed equally to this work.
1https://iwslt.org/2023/low-resource

and Quechua (Que) to Spanish (Es). This paper
outlines a low resource speech translation system
(from the Amazon Alexa AI team) for 2 language
pairs, namely, Tamasheq-French (Tmh→Fra) and
Marathi-Hindi (Mr→Hi).

Depending on the type of output that is gener-
ated the end-to-end speech translation task has two
formats: (a) Speech-to-text (S2T), and (b) Speech-
to-Speech (S2S). There are two types of ST sys-
tems. The first is a cascaded system where speech
recognition and language translation are decou-
pled.2 The second is an end-to-end (E2E) model
that combines both audio processing and language
translation. We design and evaluate an E2E model
in this paper.

In the past, various approaches have been pro-
posed to build E2E low resource speech translation
models. Bansal et al. (2018) designs an initial sys-
tem that is an encoder-decoder architecture that
integrates a convolutional neural network (CNN)
and recurrent neural network (RNN). Stoian et al.
(2020) try to improve ST models for low resource
languages by pretraininig the model on automated
speech recognition (ASR) task. Cheng et al. (2021)
propose a new learning framework called AlloST
that trains a transformer architecture with language-
independent phonemes. Mi et al. (2022) improves
translation performance by expanding the training
corpus through generation of synthetic translation
examples, where the target sequences are replaced
with diverse paraphrases. In IWSLT 2022 (Anasta-
sopoulos et al., 2022), Boito et al. (2022b) utilized
a wav2vec encoder and trained an E2E ST model
where source audios are directly translated to the
target language.3

In this paper, we extend the previous work with
the following contributions:

• We train and assess a speech translation model
2For the S2S version, speech generation is separate too.
3They contributed towards the low resource speech trans-

lation task for Tmh→Fra.
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for Tmh→Fra with audio stretching (Yang
et al., 2021).

• The baseline model for Tmh→Fra is trained
with a back-translation corpus generated us-
ing the NLLB-200 machine translation model
(Team et al., 2022).

• For Tmh→Fra, we build a separate training
corpus of paraphrases and show that model
performance improves when trained on this
dataset (Bhavsar et al., 2022).

• We show how a weighted cross entropy
loss further improves the performance of the
Tmh→Fra translation model. The model
trained with this loss, additional data gener-
ated using paraphrases and audio stretching is
shown to perform 5.2% better than the base-
line.

• An ensemble of models trained on the above
strategies shows the best performance, with
BLEU score that is 17.2% higher than the
average BLEU score of the individual models
within the ensemble.

• In case of Mr→ Hi, our best independent
ensemble model shows a 23% improvement
over the average BLEU score of the individual
models within the ensemble.

Apart from these contributions, we also explore
post-processing techniques with large language
models (LLMs), focusing on re-ranking generated
translations (Kannan et al., 2018), correcting the
grammar of translations and masking tokens so
that the LLM can complete the translate sentence.
These methods though, did not yield any noticeable
improvement.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our speech translation system, 3.1 has
details about the datasets for various language pairs,
3.2 contains analysis of our experimental results
and we finally conclude in 4.

2 Speech Translation System

2.1 Baseline Model
Our base model for Tmh→Fra ST task is an end-
to-end speech translation system which employs
an encoder-decoder architecture (Vaswani et al.,
2017). We initialize the audio feature extractor and
the 6-layer transformer encoder from a pretrained
wav2vec 2.0 base model (Baevski et al., 2020).
We reuse the wav2vec 2.0 model pretrained on
243 hours of Tamasheq audio data released by ON-
TRAC Consortium Systems (Boito et al., 2022b).

During initialization, the last 6 layers of the pre-
trained wav2vec 2.0 model are discarded. We use a
shallow decoder which consists 2 transformer lay-
ers with 4 attention heads. Between encoder and
decoder, we use one feed-forward layer to match
the dimension of encoder output and decoder input.

During training, the model directly performs
speech to text translation task without generating
intermediate source language text. The training
loss is the cross entropy loss between ground truth
and hypothesis with label smoothing of 0.1. Each
experiment is trained for 200 epochs and check-
points are selected based on best validation BLEU.

For Marathi-Hindi speech-to-text (ST) model,
we chose a Wav2Vec 2.0 base model finetuned
on 960 h of English speech (Baevski et al., 2020)
as the encoder baseline. We also used the same
encoder model finetuned on 94 hours of Marathi
audio data (Chadha et al., 2022) in our experiments.
For these models, the last 6 layers of the pretrained
models were discarded, while the decoder archi-
tecture and other hyperparameters were kept same
as the Tmh→Fra models 4. For audio encoder,
we also experimented with Wav2vec 2.0 XLS-R
0.3B model (Babu et al., 2021) and another XLS-R
0.3B model specifically finetuned on Marathi audio
(Bhattacharjee, 2022). Because the XLS-R base
model was trained on audio from a range of Indian
languages including Marathi and Hindi, we chose
to incorporate XLS-R in our experimentation. For
the XLS-R based models, we utilized the first 12
out of 24 encoder layers to initialize the encoder
followed by a linear projection layer to transform
the output features of 1024 dimensions to the de-
sired decoder dimensionality of 256. We trained
all Marathi-Hindi ST models for 300 epochs and
we chose the best checkpoint based on validation
BLEU score.

2.2 Data Augmentation

2.2.1 Audio Stretching

We apply audio stretching directly on wav form
data using torchaudio library (Yang et al., 2021).5

For each audio sample, we alter the speed of the
audio with a rate uniformly sampled from [0.8, 1.2]
with a probability of 0.8 while maintaining the
audio sample rate.

4Detailed hyperparameters used can be found in A.1.
5https://github.com/pytorch/audio
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2.2.2 Back-Translation
We use the NLLB-200 machine translation model
to generate variations of target text in French (Team
et al., 2022). The original French data is first trans-
lated into English, and then translated back into
French. For French to English translation, only
1 best prediction is used. For English to French
translation, we take the top 5 results with a beam
size of 5.

We also try to generate synthetic transcription of
the Tamasheq audio by translating French text into
Tamasheq. However, we notice that the translation
quality is unstable and decide to not use it for the
experiment.

2.2.3 Paraphrasing
We use a French paraphrase model (Bhavsar, 2022),
which is a fine tuned version of mBART model (Liu
et al., 2020), to generate variations of target text in
French. We take the top 5 paraphrases using beam
search with a beam size of 5.

2.2.4 Weighted Loss
As the quality of synthetically generated sentences
varies, we apply a sentence level weight to the
corresponding sample’s cross entropy loss during
training.

l =
N∑

i

wi ∗ CE(yi, ŷi) (1)

where N is the size of the corpus, yi, ŷi, wi are
ground truth, prediction, and loss weight for sam-
ple i respectively . For back-translation data, the
weights are directly taken from the prediction score
of NLLB-200. For paraphrasing data, we calculate
the perplexity of each generated paraphrase and
then take the exponential of the perplexity as the
weight. For original training data (clean and full),
weight are set to 1.

2.3 Ensemble Model

Ensemble decoding (Liu et al., 2018; Zhang and
Ao, 2022) is a method of combining probability
values generated by multiple models while decod-
ing the next token. We provide equal-weight to N
different ensemble models as shown in 2.

logP (yt|x, y1...t−1) =
1

N

N∑

i

logPθi(yt|x, y1...t−1)

(2)

Where, yt denotes the decoded token at time t, x
denotes the input and θi denotes the ith model in
the ensemble.

We apply the following ensemble decoding
strategies:

• Independent ensemble: we ensemble check-
points having the highest BLEU scores on the
validation set, on N training runs. The N dif-
ferent models have the same architecture, but
initialized with different seed values.

• Data-augmented ensemble: we ensemble
checkpoints having the highest BLEU scores
on the validation set, on N training runs. The
N different models have the same architec-
ture, but trained on different data augmenta-
tion strategies.

We additionally attempt a checkpoint ensemble,
where N different checkpoints having the highest
validation BLEU within the same training run are
ensembled. Since we notice marginal improve-
ments with checkpoint ensemble, we decide to not
explore checkpoint ensemble in depth for our ex-
periments.

2.4 Post Processing with LLMs
We further explore a set of post processing strate-
gies by leveraging large language models (LLM)
to 1) rerank the top-k generated samples; 2) correct
grammar of the output; and 3) guess the missing
tokens of the sentence. The strategy is based on
the observation that translation outputs from the
validation set often carry incomplete sentences and
broken grammar. We found that LLMs are good
fit to address this problem as they have brought
promising improvements in sentence re-ranking,
and rewriting tasks (Liu et al., 2023). We summa-
rize our proposed strategies as follows:

2.4.1 Re-ranking
The reranking approach takes the top 5 results from
the best-performing candidate, and rerank these
outputs with language models. We first explore
performing shallow fusion (Kannan et al., 2018)
with language model (GPT2-Fr).6 Additionally, we
leverage a LLM (French finetuned-Alpaca 7B 7)
to guess the most probable sentence that is from a
radio broadcast news with the prompt:

quelle phrase est plus susceptible
d’apparaître dans un journal télévisé

6https://github.com/aquadzn/gpt2-french
7https://github.com/bofenghuang/vigogne
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2.4.2 Sentence Correction
The sentence correction approach rewrites the
whole output prediction by correcting the gram-
matical and spelling errors. We use two LLMs
for this tasks - aforementioned Alpaca model and
Bloom 7B with the following prompt: 8

Corrigez la faute de frappe et la
grammaire de la phrase sans changer
la structure

2.4.3 Token Masking
The token masking approach first masks the trans-
lation output with <blank> tokens for out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) tokens. For example the pre-
dicted output "...Les questions sont [pi];." is re-
placed with " <blank> Les questions sont <blank>."
where [pi] is a common token we observed in the
prediction output that does not carry meaning. We
then apply the following prompt to let the LLMs to
complete the sentence:

complétez la phrase en remplaçant
les jetons <blank>

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets
3.1.1 Tamasheq-French Corpus
The dataset used for our training, validation, and
testing is obtained from Boito et al. (2022a), which
is shared as a part of IWSLT 2023 shared task. It
consists of a parallel corpus of radio recordings
in Tamasheq language predominantly from male
speakers. The dataset includes approximately 18
hours of speech divided in training, validation and
test sets along with its French translation. We re-
fer to this data as "clean". Additionally, there is
approximately 2 hours of possible noisy training
data from the same source, which we include in our
experiments along with the clean data. We refer to
this combined 20 hour dataset as "full" data. The
statistics of the dataset are in Table 2.

Data Split Hours # Utterances
train clean 13.6 4,444
train full 15.5 4,886

valid 1.7 581
test2022 2 804
test2023 1 374

Table 2: Data statistics for tmh→fra corpus. Hours shows
the number of hours of audio samples available while # Utter-
ances is the associated number of utterances.

8https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloom-7b1

3.1.2 Marathi-Hindi Corpus
For Marathi-Hindi we use the data from Panlin-
gua (2023) containing approximately 25 hours of
speech. The audio recordings are sourced from the
news domain. The statistics of the dataset is shown
in Table 3.

Data Split Hours # Utterances
train 16 7,990
valid 3.7 2,103
test 4.5 2,164

Table 3: Data statistics for mr→hi corpus. Hours shows the
number of hours of audio samples available while # Utterances
is the associated number of utterances.

3.2 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare the effects of data aug-
mentation, ensembling and post-processing strate-
gies on the tmh→fra task on test 2022 dataset. We
additionally compare results on the mr→hi task on
the validation dataset.

3.2.1 Impact of Data Augmentation
Table 1 shows the effect of various data augmenta-
tion strategies used. We find that using full-audio
dataset performs better than using just the clean-
audio data. Also, adding audio stretching alone
does not improve model performance.

Adding synthetically generated back-translation
data shows mixed results. We hypothesize that this
is due to cascading errors while performing back-
translation. However, adding paraphrases data per-
forms slightly better than baseline. We find that
using a weighted loss while using synthetically
generated translation data is beneficial.

3.2.2 Performance of Ensemble Model
Table 6 shows the summary of the effect of dif-
ferent ensembling strategies. For complete results,
refer to table 12. We find that the performance of
the ensemble model increases with the increase in
number of models present in the ensemble. We
also find that the data-augmented ensemble works
better than independent ensemble. Additionally,
data-augmented ensembling using paraphrase data
performs better than data-augmented ensembling
using back-translation data.

3.2.3 Impact of Post-processing Methods
Table 4 summarizes the experimental results for
the post-editing strategies. We make the following
observations. First, sentence correction strategy
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# Data Data Augmentation Vocab size Loss Test2022 BLEU
cb clean baseline 1k baseline 8.85
fb full baseline 1k baseline 9.25
ft full back-translation 3k baseline 8.84

ftw full back-translation 3k weighted 9.45
fta full back-translation + audio stretching 3k baseline 9.01

ftaw full back-translation + audio stretching 3k weighted 9.71
fp full paraphrase 3k baseline 9.70

fpw full paraphrase 3k weighted 9.73
fpa full paraphrase + audio stretching 3k baseline 9.47

fpaw full paraphrase + audio stretching 3k weighted 9.53

Table 1: Impact of Data Augmentation on tmh→fra models. The table shows the BLEU scores for different strategies
in comparison to the baseline trained on clean and full dataset. Back-Translation + audio stretching and Paraphrase dataset
augmentation improve the BLEU score. Back-Translation alone can improve model performance when combined with a weighted
loss.

Approach Model Test2022 BLEU
Baseline Ensembled Wav2Vec2 11.26

Reranking Shallow-Fusion-based (GPT2-French) 11.24
Instruct-based (Stanford Alpaca 7B) 10.78

Token Masking Stanford Alpaca 7B 11.20
Bloom 6.7B 10.84

Sentence Correction Stanford Alpaca 7B 8.70
Bloom 6.7B 8.54

Translation + Reranking Stanford Alpaca 7B 3.45
Bloom 6.7B 3.58

Table 4: Impact of Post Processing on tmh→fra corpus. The post-processing steps outlined are applied to an Ensembled
Wav2Vec2 model. The post-processing with a LLM does not provide any additional benefit.

Instruct: quelle phrase est plus susceptible d’apparaître dans un journal télévisé
Reranking Input: top k hypothesis

Output: best hypothesis picked by LLM
Instruct: complétez la phrase en remplaçant les jetons <blank>?

Token Masking Input: Donc, on dirait que l’organisation de l’UENA, elle est <blank>
Output: Donc, on dirait que l’organisation de l’UENA, elle est un organisme de bienfaits
Instruct: Corrigez la faute de frappe et la grammaire de la phrase sans changer la structure

Sentence Correction Input: Les a été libérés et ceux qui sont rentrés.
Output: Ils ont été libéré et ceux rentrant.

Table 5: Prompt Designs. Example LLM Prompts for Post Processing tmh→fra corpus.

Ensemble Models
(Refer Table 1) Ensemble Type Test2022 BLEU

cb-ensemble Independent 10.32
fb-ensemble Independent 10.79

ft+ftw+fta+ftaw
Data Augmented
Back-translation 10.95

fp+fpw+fpa+fpaw
Data Augmented

Paraphrase 11.26

Number of models Avg Test BLEU
4 10.83
3 10.60
2 10.23

1 (No Ensemble) 9.24

Table 6: Impact of Ensembling tmh→fra ST models. En-
sembling models trained with different seeds increases the
BLEU score. Increasing the number of models in ensemble
also increases performance.

leads to significant performance degradation com-
pared to the ensemble baseline. We attribute this

observation to the fact that the pretrained LLMs
lacks context-specific data of the Tamasheq corpus.
For example, when asked to correct the output sen-
tence, LLMs tend to re-frame the phrases related
to more generic topics like sports or events.

Second, we find reranking and token masking
strategies both lead to slight degradation compared
to the baseline. This is due to the fact that both
approaches make less aggressive changes to the
original output. In general, we find LLMs do not
perform well when the predicted text deviates too
much from the ground truth.

Finally, we perform the same set of the strate-
gies but using translated English output from the
original French translation. We present the best
performing candidates (Translation+Reranking in
Table 4). We find that this strategy caused the worst
performance degradation due to error propagation
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# Model Vocab size Validation BLEU
mwb wav2vec2-base-960h 1k 11.41

mwbm1k wav2vec2-base-marathi 1k 13.19
mwbm3k wav2vec2-base-marathi 3k 11.85

mwx wav2vec2-xls-r-300m 1k 15.94
mwxm wav2vec2-xls-r-300m-marathi 1k 10.76

Table 7: Model performance on mr→hi task. Average BLEU scores are shown for the models which we trained with multiple
seeds. Move to XLS-R model as encoder improved BLEU by 40% over baseline. Complete results in Table 13

Ensemble Models
(Refer Table 7) Validation BLEU

mwbm1k-ensemble 16.17
mwbm3k-ensemble 13.80
mwx-ensemble 19.63

Table 8: Impact of Ensembling mr→hi models. Consistent
with experiments from tmh→fra, an independent ensemble
model built from different seeds improves BLEU score.

caused by fra→eng→fra translation.

3.2.4 Marathi-Hindi
We present the BLEU scores of various models we
have trained on the validation dataset. From Ta-
ble 7 we can see that our wav2vec2-base-marathi
model outperforms the baseline wav2vec2-base-
960h model by 16% in terms of BLEU score. We
also notice increasing vocabulary size of the tok-
enizer leads to worse performance. It could be at-
tributed to the fact that the size of the data is not ad-
equate for the model to properly train with the pro-
vided hyperparameters. The wav2vec2-xls-r-300m
model outperforms baseline wav2vec2-base-960h
model by 40%. We notice that the Marathi fine-
tuned version of the same model performs worse
than our baseline.

We perform independent ensemble decoding on
the models with the same architecture and hyper-
parameters but trained with different seeds. The
results are shown in Table 8. Refer Table 14 for
full results. We notice that ensemble decoding
improves the BLEU score of the best model by
23% compared to the average BLEU score of the
individual models used in the ensemble.

3.3 Test 2023 results

Results for the different models on Test 2023
dataset for Tmh→Fra are present in Table 9 and
Mr→Hi results are present in Table 10.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore multiple types of strate-
gies to improve speech translation for two lan-
guage pairs: Tamasheq-French (Tmh→Fra) and

Ensemble Models
(Refer Table 1) Ensemble Type Test2023 BLEU

cb-ensemble Independent 9.28
fb-ensemble Independent 9.50

ft+ftw+fta+ftaw
Data Augmented
Back-translation 8.87

fp+fpw+fpa+fpaw
Data Augmented

Paraphrase 9.30

Table 9: Test 2023 results for tmh→fra ST models.

Models Test2023 BLEU
mwbm1k-ensemble 25.60
mwbm3k-ensemble 23.00
mwx-ensemble 28.60

Table 10: Test 2023 results for mr→hi ST models.

Marathi-Hindi (Mr→Hi). We show expanding the
training dataset with paraphrases of translated sen-
tences as well as an ensemble model (of trained
ST models with different seeds and data augmen-
tation methods), improves performance over the
baseline model for (Tmh→Fra). Similarly, an en-
semble model for Marathi-Hindi (Mr→Hi) has a
higher BLEU score in comparison to the baseline
architecture. We also explore the use of large lan-
guage models and find that post-processing using
them did not show any noticeable improvement.
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A Appendix

A.1 Hyperparameters and Computing
Resource

• encoder
– n layers: 6
– hidden dim: 1024 for mr-hi xls-r model, 768 for

tmh-fra model and other mr-hi model
– n head: 12
– activation: gelu

• decoder
– n layers: 2
– hidden dim: 256
– n head: 4
– activation: gelu

• training
– optimizer: AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,

2019)
– lr: 1e− 3
– encoder lr: 1e− 5
– label smoothing: 0.1
– batch size: 4

• computing resource: AWS g5.12xlarge instance (4x
NVIDIA A10G Tensor Core GPUs)

A.2 Full Results
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# Data Data Augmentation Vocab size Loss Seed Test2022 BLEU
cb1 clean baseline 1k baseline v1 8.98
cb2 clean baseline 1k baseline v2 8.91
cb3 clean baseline 1k baseline v3 8.82
cb4 clean baseline 1k baseline v4 8.69
fb1 full baseline 1k baseline v1 9.53
fb2 full baseline 1k baseline v2 9.10
fb3 full baseline 1k baseline v3 9.21
fb4 full baseline 1k baseline v4 9.17

Table 11: Results of different seed experiments on tmh→fra models.

Data Data Augmentation Models in Ensemble (Refer to Table 1) Test BLEU
clean baseline cb1+cb2+cb3+cb4 10.32
clean baseline cb1+cb2+cb3 10.22
clean baseline cb1+cb2+cb4 9.97
clean baseline cb1+cb3+cb4 10.17
clean baseline cb2+cb3+cb4 10.14
clean baseline cb1+cb2 9.79
clean baseline cb1+cb3 9.76
clean baseline cb1+cb4 9.86
clean baseline cb2+cb3 9.93
clean baseline cb2+cb4 10.17
clean baseline cb3+cb4 9.67
full baseline fb1+fb2+fb3+fb4 10.79
full baseline fb1+fb2+fb3 10.52
full baseline fb1+fb2+fb4 10.69
full baseline fb1+fb3+fb4 10.58
full baseline fb2+fb3+fb4 10.42
full baseline fb1+fb2 10.00
full baseline fb1+fb3 10.16
full baseline fb1+fb4 10.22
full baseline fb2+fb3 10.08
full baseline fb2+fb4 9.98
full baseline fb3+fb4 10.06
full back-translation ft+ftw+fta+ftaw 10.95
full back-translation ft+ftw+fta 10.49
full back-translation ft+ftw+ftaw 10.75
full back-translation ft+fta+ftaw 10.93
full back-translation ftw+fta+ftaw 11.26
full back-translation ft+ftw 10.08
full back-translation ft+fta 9.82
full back-translation ft+ftaw 10.49
full back-translation ftw+fta 10.4
full back-translation ftw+ftaw 10.72
full back-translation fta+ftaw 10.78
full paraphrase fp+fpw+fpa+fpaw 11.26
full paraphrase fp+fpw+fpa 10.78
full paraphrase fp+fpw+fpaw 10.91
full paraphrase fp+fpa+fpaw 10.77
full paraphrase fpw+fpa+fpaw 11.95
full paraphrase fp+fpw 10.40
full paraphrase fp+fpa 10.62
full paraphrase fp+fpaw 10.76
full paraphrase fpw+fpa 10.60
full paraphrase fpw+fpaw 10.61
full paraphrase fpa+fpaw 10.44

Table 12: Impact of Ensembling tmh→fra models (complete).
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# Model Vocab size Seed Validation BLEU
mwbm1k1 wav2vec2-base-marathi 1k v1 13.19
mwbm1k2 wav2vec2-base-marathi 1k v2 13.15
mwbm1k3 wav2vec2-base-marathi 1k v3 13.39
mwbm1k4 wav2vec2-base-marathi 1k v4 13.01
mwbm3k1 wav2vec2-base-marathi 3k v1 11.63
mwbm3k2 wav2vec2-base-marathi 3k v2 11.71
mwbm3k3 wav2vec2-base-marathi 3k v3 11.80
mwbm3k4 wav2vec2-base-marathi 3k v4 12.26

mwx1 wav2vec2-xls-r-300m 1k v1 16.31
mwx2 wav2vec2-xls-r-300m 1k v2 15.35
mwx3 wav2vec2-xls-r-300m 1k v4 16.09
mwx4 wav2vec2-xls-r-300m 1k v4 16.00

Table 13: Results of different seed experiments on mr→hi models.

Model Ensemble Models (Refer Table 13) Validation BLEU
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k2+mwbm1k3+mwbm1k4 16.17
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k2+mwbm1k3 16.15
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k2+mwbm1k4 15.85
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k3+mwbm1k4 15.89
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k2+mwbm1k3+mwbm1k4 15.70
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k2 15.23
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k3 15.38
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k1+mwbm1k4 14.96
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k2+mwbm1k3 15.22
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k2+mwbm1k4 14.95
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm1k3+mwbm1k4 15.03
wav2vec2-base-marathi mwbm3k1+mwbm3k2+mwbm3k3+mwbm3k4 13.80
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx2+mwx3+mwx4 19.63
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx2+mwx3 19.27
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx2+mwx4 19.00
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx3+mwx4 19.60
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx2+mwx3+mwx4 19.20
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx2 17.89
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx3 18.66
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx1+mwx4 18.35
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx2+mwx3 18.20
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx2+mwx4 17.79
wav2vec2-xls-r-300m mwx3+mwx4 18.59

Table 14: Impact of Ensembling mr→hi models (complete).
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